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Abstract 
Sheet metal bending is a metal forming process with a simple geometric interpretation, 
usually a 2D analysis being considered. The bend over a sheet metal blank consists of a V 
shape forming by using a punch, with a certain nose radius, forcing the sheet plate against an 
open die, with a V section. The forming result is a part with an angle obtained between the V 
legs (flanges), which is known as the bending angle. The operation to get the required V angle 
is called air bending or free bending [1]. The punch penetration inside the die, known as 
bending depth, is responsible for the bending angle. However the amount of penetration to 
reach the required bending angle depends both on the inside bending radius, with direct 
influence on the geometry for the angle evaluation, and on the amount of springback 
occurring after releasing the tools from the bent plate.  
In this paper, results are presented describing the use of finite element analysis as an aid in the 
prediction of the inside bending radius and the expected springback, both influencing punch 
penetration for the final bending angle. An optimizing method is presented to write a possible 
bending depth formulation. Some test results with bent samples are added to evaluate the 
applicability of the proposed approach. 
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